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2.0 OBJECTIVES 

This unit is devoted to three great Indian thinkers and masters of English prose. In 
this Unit we shall attempt to understand the life and work of each of them by looking 
in detail at the selected short excerpts from their prose writings. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

We need to be aware, at the very outset, that this is perforce a somewhat limited and 
hazardous task. It is limited in the sense that we will only be able to touch the surface , 
of the vast ocean of their prolific writings, only have a peep or glimpse into their 
fascinating worlds. Each of these men wrote a huge quantity of prose; each of them. 
moreover, led exemplary and distinguished lives, which impacted considerably on the 
entire flow and direction of our cultural formation during a crucial time of our 
national awakening. That is, all three of these figures were active at approximately 
the same time, from the late 19' to the mid-20~ century. Of the three, Swami 
Vivekananda was not only the eldest, but also the first to die. His brief life of less 
than forty years, however, left a blazhg trail which the two other men, in their own 
ways, both followed and furthered. 

What is more, we'll also need to be aware that all three of these writers, though each 
is different and unique, shared a common outlook not just on India, but also on life. 
This outlook may be termed "national idealism," for the sake of convenience. What 
does "national idealism" mean? It means, simply speaking, two things. First, an 
attitude of reverence and respect for the nation that is India. This attitude was. by no 
means, uncommon to that period. As you know, India was emerging from centuries 
of subjugation in a new self-assertion. On the one hand, the struggle was to free 



India from British imperial rule. But, on the other hand, in order to accomplish this, Swami Yivekanandi~, 
Indians, with their huge diversities and differences, had to be welded into a modern Sri Aurobindo, and 
nation. Cultural cohesion, therefore, was very important to the larger enterprise of Ananda 
nation building. But cultural cohesion couldn't simply be "invented" out of nowhere. Coomaraswamy 
What the so-called renaissance of India in the lgth century accomplished was a 
rediscovery of India's ancient past, of its traditions and philosophies. It was this 
awareness of a shared culture and civilization that stretched back to over five 
thousand years that became the basis for making of the new Indian nation. This 
nation was, at once, an attempt to evoke India's past, but at the same time construct a 
state that was modem, democratic, and equitable. This was a great task to which 
many people contributed in their own way. 

All three of the writers that we shall study in this unit contributed to this great task. 

So, national idealism means, first of all, the attempt to reawaken the nation, to 
idealize it, to treat it as sacred and special. But idealism also means a certain attitude 
to the world. It means that the ideal, the spiritual is considered more important than 
the material, the mundane. Idealists, like Plato, are people who believe that all that 
we see around us is made up of mind-stuff, of ideas, or thought, or spirit. All three of 
these writers were idealists in that they believed that the whole cosmos is pervaded 
by one Spirit. They saw the harmony and interconnectedness of all life. The whole 
universe was a unity, though it expressed itself in diverse ways. They derived this 
basic philosophical outlook largely out of the ancient wisdom traditions of India. 

Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902) 

Swami Vivekananda is one of the great heroes of modem India. There is scarcely an 
Indian who has not heard of him or doesn't not admire him. What is the source of 
this fame and admiration? After all, the Swami only had a brief life, from 1863 to 
1902. What did he accomplish that make him a household figure in India even a 
hundred years after his death? 

To understand this, we shall have to look briefly at his life. Bom and raised in an 
upper class Kayastha family in Calcutta, Narendranath Dutta, as he was then known, 
was a brilliant student. He had a modern, "English" education first at Ishwar 
Chandra vidyV"s Metropolitan Institution and then at the famous Presidency 



Non-Fictionul Prose College and the Scottish Churcli College. In these institutions, he trained to be a 
modem, Westernized, privileged Bengali gentleman. He read Kant, Schopenlia~~r. 
Spenser, Comte, and Mill, then the intellectual giants of Europe. We might say that 
he was a positivist, that is someone who only believed in positive knowledge--that 
which could be verified by the senses and tested for its accuracy. He was not 
prepared to accept things on authority, faith, or superstition. 

Young men like Narendranath were then known to be rather critical of Indian 
traditions, which they considered to be irrational and inferior to modern. Western 
learning, There was a ferment brewing in Indian society in those days. The 
missionaries were attacking Hinduism and Islam in order to get converts while the 
colonial administration wished to undermine India's ancient civilization so as to rule 
more easily and effectively. The introduction of English education in India cvas, as 
we have seen elsewhere, a part of this strategy. The products of this drive for 
mastery were the young men of Bengal who scored things Indian and wished to 
become like their rulers. No wonder, Narendranath had all the makings of such a 
modern, Westernized Indian. 

However, his life changed quite suddenly and dramatically after he met Sri 
Ramakrishna (1836-1886). The latter was an astonishing spiritual phenomenon. one 
of the most important of India's modern saints. To all appearances, an illitcratc 
village priest, now officiating at the Kali temple at Dakshineshwar, Sri Ramakrislina 
was actually a storehouse of learning, piety, and dynamism. He learned the bcst of the 
spiritual traditions of India for a variety of teachers, but what is equally important. 
also interacted with many of the modern leaders of his time. Sri Ramakrishna 
propounded a new spirituality based on the equality and acceptance of all religions 
and paths. He offered a new interpretation of Kali, the Divine Mother, as the 

After his guni's death, Swami Vivekananda founded an order of monks to sprcad the 
teachings of Sri Ramakrishna and also to reawaken the sleeping conscience of India. 
To this end, he travelled all over India, and eventually left for the US in 1893. The 
excerpts from his writings:that we shall study are fromthe speeches that he gave at 
this Parliament of ~ e l i ~ i o n s .  After the Parliament, Swarniji lectured extensively in 
the US and in Britain. By the time he returned to India in 1897, he was already a 
hero and a celebrity. He had taken Indian spirituality, thought, and culturc to thc West 
and thereby restored, to a large extent, the national pride of India. Within a year of 
his return, he laid the foundations of the Ramakrishna Mission and the Ralnakrisli~~a 
Math at Belur, outside Calcutta. Today, the Belur Math is the international 
headquarters of a world-wide movement. 

Swami Vivekananda's years on this earth may have been few, but they wcrc packed 
and eventful. He inspired millions of Indians with a new sense of self-rcspect and 
self-esteem. He helped to lay the foundations of a new India that wauld not only be 
an independent nation, but a world leader. He saw India as a vast storehouse and 
reservoir. of spirituality. It was by this force that India ~ lou ld  rise and make Iier 
contribution to the rest of the world. It was this message of Swamiji's, in his writings 
and speeches, the power and majesty of his personality, and the work he did in 
establishing the Ramakrishna Mission that he is seen as a contributor to thc building 
of modern India. 

2.2.1 Introduction to Addresses at the Parliament of Religions, 1893 

The Parliament of Religions, 1893, was perhaps the largest inter-religious gathering 
the world had witnessed. As such, it was certainly a sign of an emerging, global 



community of religious people. Sri Rarnakrishna's message of inter-religious Swami Viveltananda, 
harmony, in that sense, had already anticipated such a movement on a world scale. Sri Aurobindo, and 

Ananda 
During his wanderings in hdia, Swamiji had heard about this event and had resolved Coornaraswamy 
to make his appearance there, not only on behalf of his master's teachings, but, in a 
larger sense, .on India's behalf. But he had no money; he was but a wandering monk. 
His disciple from Tamil Nadu, Alasinga Perumal, actually begged from door to door 
to raise some money for the trip. Later, the Maharaja of Khetri gave him a first class 
ticket and a purse. The Raja of Ramnad and the Maharaja of Mysore also helped. In 
a vision. Swamiji saw his guru, Sri Ramakrishna, encouraging him to go; Szada 
Devi, the Holy Mother (Sri Ramakrishna's wife) also blessed him amply. Swamiji 
felt convinced that this trip to the West would show him to way to alleviate the 
miseries of his countrymen and women. 

Swamiji set sail on the 31" of May 1893. His ship took him through the far East-- 
Colombo, Penang, Singapore, Hong Kong, Nagasaki. Kobe, and Vokohama--before 
rcaching Vancouver in Bntish Columbia, Cmada. Though it was summer. he found 
the weather very cold. He reached Chicago by train after three days. He saw the 
World Fair that was taking place there and was ~ u i t e  bewildered by the affluence and 
splendor, not to speak of the technalogical development of the U.S.A - b e  
Parliament was to begin in Scptembcr; there were many months to gs. Swzsiijl knew 
no one and was low on funds. Worse, hi: wasn't even an official delegate. Thz 
whole story of how he finally got invited to the Parliament reads like an i~credible 
fable, full of miracles and unexpected connections, We don't have time to tell that 
story here, but you may read it in Swamiji's biography. 

Swamiji gave six speeches during the Parliament. It is said that he was rcluctatlt to 
speak when his turn came. He kept postponing it untilhe couldn" but take the floor. 
The first words that he uttered, "Sisters and Brothers of America," drew a long and 
thunderous standing ovation. Another miracle, perhaps! 

From 1 !lh to 26' September 1893, Swami ~ivekananda made six addresses at the 
Parliament of Religions. We shall read and study all these here. In all these talks, I 
want you to notice not just common ideas, but similar modes of expressien. How 
does Swamiji address his audience? What kind of language does he use? Is it a 
simple, everyday language, or is it very conlplicated and abstruce? Is it a techaieal 
language or is it famililar language? Are the sentences long or do they tend to be 
short? What sort of words does Swamiji use? I ask these questions to yoc so that 
you are aware of these talks as examples of rhetotic and communicative skilis, that is 
language in active use, not just as a set of texts to read. Notice also how 
contemporary Swamiji's address is-doesn't it speak to our own times and our own 
present problems? 

2.2.2 Response to Welcome 

This is very brief speech, given in response to the words of welcome that Swamiji 
received as a delegate from India, representing the Hindu religion. It was at the start 
oftliis address that, as I already mentioned to you, he received a standing ovation for 
his opening words. 

It is important that Swarniji accepts the welcome not on his own behalf, bat on behalf 
his order of monks, of the Hindu religion, and of the millions of people of India. It is 
clear that Swamiji stood before the Parliament not in his private capacity but as a 
rcprescntative of the spiritual genius of Indian civilization. 

Why does Swamiji call his ordcr of monks the most ancient in the world'! We know 
that it was he himself who founded thisorder not long after Sri Ramakrishna's death. 
We mustn't forget, though, that Sri Ramakrishna himself had received sannayasa 
diksha or had been initiated into monkhood by his guru, Totapuri, who belonged to . 



one of the ten prominent order of monks in India. These ten orders had been 
systematised by Sankaracharya in the 9' century, but the tradition of sannyasa or 
renunciation was much, much older in India. The Buddha instituted the sangha or the 
sacred community of monks and seekers in the 5' century B.C. It is believed that 
even before the Buddha there were holy men and women in India who wandered 
place to place. Clearly, Swamiji sees himself aligned to this ancient tradition of 
renunciates, which was much older than the Chrisitian monastic traditions. 

Similarly, Swamiji calls Hinduism the mother of all religions. This may not be true 
literarlly in that there were several religions which originated outside the sphere of 
influence of Hinduism or India. I suppose what Swamiji means is not conventional 
Hinduism or even the various religions of India but Sanatana Dharma in its purest 
conception. Sanatana Dharma is so called because it is eternal, with no origin and 
end, no beginning and no termination, no inauguration and no closure. The Sanatan 
tradition, in this sense of the word, includes all the religions of the world, whercver 
they may have been revealed or wherever they may flourish. 

Sdamiji also thanks the organizers in the name of those millions of people of India. 
whose simple and pure faith sustains an ancient civililization. Though these peoplc 
may be divided into many classes and sects, there is pcrhaps a unity and commonality 
in them, which Swamiji will talk of later. 

Swarniji next emphasizes the tolerance and inclusiveness of India, which has already 
been pointed out as its unique characteristic. In this respect, India stands in stark 
contrast to other nations. In the latter, those who did not accept the dominant religio~l 
were often called heretics and killed, exiled, or persecuted. Swamiji clearly shows 
that India, quite an exception to this world wide trend, actually welcomed not only 
the Jews and the Parsees, it always stood for freedom of faith and belief. 

India's strengh, thus, lies in its view that all the different paths lead to the same goal. 
the Supreme Lord, called by whatever name by His worshippers. Swamiji quotes 
from the Bhagawat Geeta and from another unnamed source to strengthen his 
argument. 

But, what is perhaps the most important of Swamiji's points is his extremely clear 
statement against dogmatism, intolerance, and bigotry. He advoces the "death-knell 
of all fanaticism" so that there is an end to perseuctiors of both 'the sword'' and "the 
pen." Unfortunately, fanaticism is still very much with us, as a threat not only to 
world peace but to freedom of speech and expression. Swamiji was well-aware of the 
htility of all such fanaticism as it had spilled the blood of countless innocents down 
the ages. The 20' century, at the edge of which he stood, was the bloodiest and 
cruellest in all human history. Swamiji spoke like a prophet warning against the 
dangers of fanaticism, but unfortunately few people paid heed to him. 

All in all, this brief speech strikes the keynot of Swamiji's central ideas, not only a1 
the Parliament of Religions, but in his other works as well. 

2.2.3 Why We Disagree 

In this speech, Swamiji uses the mode of the parable to illustrate his point about the 
fhtility of narrow-mindedness. His master, Sri Ramakrishna, we ought to remeniber. 
was a master of the parable. His words are full of stories and anecdotes. Why do yo11 
think great teachers such as Christ, the Buddha, and Sri Ramakrishna oftea resorted 
to stories? That's because a story is each to listen to a?d understand. 

The story narrated here is not too complicated, is it? It deals with the frog in thc well 
syndrome. Each frog believes that his well is the biggest. Swamiji doesn't exclude 
himself or the Hindu from this syndrome. We are all, according to him. guilty of ~t 
We all think that we are the wisest and that our religion is the best. But llkc frogs In 



the well, we might be deluded. This message is especially relevant to those religions 
which claim an exclusive and absolute claim to truth and salvation. These relizions, 
or at least some sections of these religions, proclaim that theirs is the only true way 
and that everyone else will be damned or go to hell or perish or whatever. Swamiji 
\\!ants to loosen the hold of such beliefs on his listener's minds. Hence the story. 

From Swamiji's remarks it is clear that religious harmony can be created not just by 
recognizing the unity and underlying similarity in all faiths, but also to understand 
and accept the difference in them. 

This is clearly the langest and most detailed of all of Swamiji's talks. He came to the 
Parliament as a representative of the Hindu religion and therekore it is expected of 
him to speak on Hinduism. The main question for us is how does he define 
Hinduism? 

It seems to me that, first of all, he points to its very ancient roots. He calls it a pre- 
historic religion, that is it goes back to times before recorded history as we know it. 
However, unlike Judaism and Zoroastrianism, both of which are also ancient' 
religions, only Hinduism flourishes in all its pristine glory in the place of its origin 
and maturtion. 

Swalniji next stresses the Vedas and the ancient perennial wisdom embodied in the 
Vedanta as the key sources of Hinduism. But notice how he at once includes 
agnostic Buddhisim and athiestic Jainism as a part of Hinduism. His definition of 
Hinduism is thus, once again, inclusive and broad. By Hinduism he therefore means 
not any restricted creed or set of dogmas, but the wide and inclusive movement of 
India's spiritual traditions. 

Next, he tries to describe the essence of Vedic thought in modern scientific terms. 
According to Swamiji, it is only Hinduism whose worldview is not upturned or 
dislodged by the discoveries of modem science because Hinduism was also a science 
of the spirit not a collection of arbitrary beliefs or rituals. 

Hinduism stresses the immortality of the soul, or atman, and declares that 'I am not 
my body but the everlasting, indestructable spirit'. This is the libexative gospel of 
Hinduism. From the Hindu point of view, there is no such thing as original sin; we 
are children of immortality, not of degradation. 

Apart from the soul's immortality, Hinduism also stresses the law of Karma, of 
endless cause and effect. It is by this law that we can uplift ourselves, should we 
wish. Karma is not to be interpreted as destiny or blind h, which binds us from life 
to life, but rather as the inheritance of certain traits or predelictions, which we can 
shape anew in a certain directipn in this life. 

Swaliiiji never fails to explain these ideas in a rational manner, always using logic 
rather than authority to substantiate his points. For instance, he declares, 
"\/crification is the perfeet proof of a theory," something no modem scientist would 
disagree with, He wises to submit the assertions of religion to the same rigorous 
scrutiny as a scientist does a hypothesis. That is why he doesn't hesitate to ask a 
filndamental question: ifour p e  nature is indeed perfect, why do we falsely identie 
ourselves with that which is imperflect? Why does God himself become the world? 
To this he humbly answers, ''I don't know." Yet, the fact remains that the world does 
scom to exist and we continue to believe that we are our bodies. 

According to Vivekananda, Hinduisim is not a religion of hopelessness or despair, 
but a liberative and self-perfecting way that encourages the so~d to evolve. He 
defines God as Almighty, formless one, who is also all-merciful. God is best 

Swami Vivekananda, 
Sri Aurobindo, and 
Ananda 
Coomaraswarn y 



Non-Fictional Prose worshipped through bhakti, or selfless love. Through Divine grace. when a soul i s  
vouchsafed the knowledge of its true identity, it becomes free and enjoqs itnrestr~cted 
bliss and peace. Thus the Hindu dharma is not about believing in certain dogmas 01. 

rituals but in realizing oneself and one's inner perfection. Self-realization. Swvamiji 
explains, does not consist in a loss of individuality, but the gaining of universal 
individuality. 

Hinduism is not a system of polytheism or henotheism (the latter implies a belief in 
both one God and many gods). neither is it a worship of idols, of stones and stocks. 
The idol is merely a.symbo1. because the Hindu believes both in God wvitl~ form nild 
God without form. In those days, Hinduism was attacked for its idolatory and the 
~ i a h i n o  Samaj, a refornl sect, even went to the extent of banning idol \\orship. 
Vivekananda therefore defends Hinduism from this charge. In the Abrahamic 
tradition, whether in Judaism, Christianity, or Islam, idolatory is seen not olily as an 
error, but as a great sin. Idolators are seen as evil. degenerate. and worthy of 
punishment. Swamiji, therefore, takes pains to clarify that the average idol- 
worshipping Hindu is neither a sinner nor an evil person. He or she is perfectly 
harmless and well-intentioned. Swamiji cautions Christians against bigotry. pointing 
to elements of superstition and idolatory in their faith.. What he asks for is mut~~al 
tolerance in religions matters and mutural respect, not condemnation and hatred. 
Swamiji uses the.argument that human beings start at a lower stagc of evoli~tion but 
move higher and higher; if this is true, thehigher need not condemn the lower. The 
beauty of Hinduism is that it does not believe that we travel from error to tri~tl~. but 
from truth to truth, fiom the lower truth to the higher truth. In that sense. the absolute 
and the relative are not contradictory and opposed, but the absolute can only be 
realized through the relative. 

Hinduism, ultimately, aspires to universal religious harmony. According to Swamiji. 
it is the only faith which does not say that the Hindu alone will be saved. 

Vivekananda ends his speech with an appeal to all the assembled people to nlovc to a 
new era of inter-religious harmony and tolerance. He believes that ~t is Anierlca's 
destiny to achieve it. In his enthusiasm for that country, he forgets Amcricaii Illstory 
of violence and imperalism. not only against native Amercians but against its 
neighbours such as Mexico, and hails it as the new hope of the world. 

Throughout his speech, Swamiji has sought to be sensible and eloquent, trying to 
portray Hinduism in a modern, rationalistic light. In doing so, he lays the fouiidnt~ons 
of Hinduism's self-fashioning, offering strategies and techniques that will later he 
followed by a variety of thinkers including Sri Aurobindo and Gandhiji. 

2.2.5 Rkligion Not the Crying Need o f  India 

In this brief speech. Swami Vivekananda says that bread, not religion is the cry~ng 
need of India. He exhorts Christian missionaries not to try to convert the poor and 
wretched people of India but to do famine relief work instead. India under Br~tlsli 
rule experienced hundreds of famines in which millions of people died. V~vckananda 
declares in unequivocal terms that "It is an insult to a starving man to teach h ~ n i  
metaphysics." He also stresses that according to Indian traditions knonlcdge 1s free. 
that is it cannot be bought and sold. 

Here we can see Swamiji's great concern for the state ofIndia-how his hearc bleeds 
for the poor and underprivileged. Swamiji's great social mission is being unve~led 
where he clearly states his goal of seeking help fiom the West for India's poor And 
yet lie confesses how difficult it is for a Hindu to get money out of the Chr~st~aii In a 
Chrtstian country, especially if the beneficiary is to be a heathcn! 

When we read this speech of Swamiji's we must remember that it belongs to a long. 



would criticise the missionaries for trying to convert the poor and the helpless. These Swami Vivekanantla, 
coiitroversies have still not ended, as you know. The argument against the Sri Aurobindo, nntl 
missionaries is based on their double standards-how for instance they constantly Ananda 
criticise others but cannot take any criticism themselves, how they claim to save souls , 

Coomaraswamy 
but have an extremely low opinion of other faiths; how they offer material 
inducements to encourage conversation while all the while claiming that they are 
Interested in the spiritual well-being of those they work with. Swamiji here question 
this attitude of superiority. It must be granted, however, that missionaries have also 
worked to alleviate starvation, though usually with an ulterior motive-hence the 
term "rice Christians"-that is, those who converted for the sake of rice. 

Issues such as conversion are no doubt controversial, but we need not shy away from 
controversy always. The aim is to discuss or examine these issues and form our own 
vicws on them. 

2.2.6 Buddhism, the Fu plment ofHinduism 

Swamiji here makes certain arguments and claims that most Buddhists may find it 
hard to agree with. For instance, he says that there are no Buddhists left in India. 
Even at the time Swamiji gave this lecture, there were a large number of Tibetan 
Buddhists in Ladakh, Leh, Himachal Pradesh, and the North Eastern parts of India. 
Buddhism itself had undergone a reinvention in the gth to the 1 0 ~  centuries, absorbing 
a good deal of Hindu thought, ritual, and spirituality. 

Yet, Swamiji is undoubtedly right in claiming that the Buddha did not ever claim to 
start a new religion or fAith. Also that Hindus do not regard Buddhism as a rival or 
antagonist faith, but a part of the Sanatana traditions. That is why most Hindus 
acccpt Buddha as an incarnation. Swamiji is also right in pointing out that many of 
the Buddha's leading disciples were Brahmins and as such there was no antagoism 
bctwcen the two. But Buddhism, as it developed, did deny the notion of God, 
son~ething that most people in India could not live without. This is what Swamiji 
says, but there is also the view that true cause of the decline of Buddhism in India is 
not merely doctrinal; it has to do with the destruction of monasteris, trade routes, and 
ccntres of Buddhist learning during the centuries of Muslim rule. Vivekananda does 
not mention this theory here. At any rate, what is more important in this speech is 
Swamiji's attempt not just to reconcile Buddhism and Hinduism but to plead for their 
rcunification. The Brahmin mind and the Buddhist heart of compassion is what he 
calls for here, as he does the Hindu mind and the Muslim body elsewhere. We see 
Swamiji as staunchly in favour of unity here. His desire is to strengthen and 
rejuvii~ate the faith of the masses. He did not anticipate, for instance, that lakhs of 
untouchables would embrace Buddhism at the call of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar. 
Today, Buddhism is experiencing a revival in India, thanks to the presence of the 
Dalai Lama. Luckily, the relations between the two are very cordial. 

What ~wamiji's speech represents, then, is a sort of Hindu view of Buddhism. 
Hindus do not regard Buddhism as an alien or exclusive creed or even as something 
apart from the broader tradition of Sanatana Dharma. Buddhism, in other words, 
belongs as much to India as it does to Burma, Tibet, China, Thailand, Cambodia, or 
Sri Lanka. 

2.2.7 Address at the Final Session 

What is striking, once again, is Swamiji's fervant plea for religious harmony. Once 
again. he says that the way ahead is not through the domination of one faith over the 
others, but .of the acceptance of and respect for the various faiths of the world. The 
Hindu need not become a Christian or vice versa, but both can continue to live in 
harmony. The great achievement of the Parliament of Religions, according to 
Vivekananda, is that it proves beyond a doubt that "purity and charity are not the 
esclusivepossessions of any church." That is why Swarniji pities those who believe 



Non-Fictional Rose that only their own religion should survive while all others should be destroycd He 
pleads for help, assimilation, harmony, and peace, as against fighting, destruction. 
and dissension amgng the various religions of the world. 

More than a hundred years later, Swamiji's words continue to be relevant Thc recent 
destruction not just of the Babari Masjid but of the Bamiyan Buddhas point to a 
continued need to stress tolerance and harmony between faiths. A lot of voilence and 
hatred continues to spread in the name of religion. In our own country. there are rlots 
and bloodshed in the name of religion. All this is as true as it is deplorable Read~ng 
Swami Vivekananda helps to put the matter in perspective. We see that this fight 
against intolerance and fanaticism is a very old one and that great leaders of tlus lend 
have always stood against them. Vivekananda's construction of Hinduism. as we 
have seen, is not based against any other religion or group, but wishes to ass~n~~late 
and learn from other faiths. Modern Hinduism, thus, owes a lot to this cycloi~~c monk 
who was not yet thirty when he made these speeches in distant Chicago. more than a 
hundred years ago. 

A 

2.3 SRI AUROBINDO: AN INTRODUCTION 

Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) 

Sri Aurobindo ranks among the greatest personalities of modern India. A multi- 
faceted genius, he was a politician, social critic, educationist, philosopher, man of 
letters, and, above all, a great yogi, a rishi, and guru. As a literary artist. his range is 
truly staggering. He was a journalist, editor, literary critic, linguist, translator. 
essayist, short-story writer, dramatist, and, more than all of these, mcrhaknvr. or ~naior 
poet. He had an extraordinarily supple intellect, a breadth of mind so extensive that 
there is scarcely an important field of human endeavor which escaped his noticc. His 
collected works, numbering thirty volumes, bear ample testimony to his stilpendotis 
gifts. He was truly a Renaissance Man, not only in the traditional sense of the term. 
but also befitting its applicatioi~ to the Indian context--a man who stands ivith the 
likes of Mahatma Gandhi and Rabindranath Tagore. 



Sri Aurobindo's life may be conveniently divided into four periods based on the Swami Vivekanancla, 
~na.jor location of residence: namely, England, Baroda, Calcutta, and Pondicheny. Sri Aurobindo, and 
Hc was born on August 15, 1872 into a Westernized upper-middle class Bengali Ananda 
fanlily, the son of Krishnadhan and Swarnalata Ghose. In 1879, at the age of seven. Coornaraswamy 
hc was taken to England to be educated there with his brothers. He lived first in 
Manchester, then in London. where he attended St. Paul's school from 1884-1890, 
and finally in Cambridge, where he held a senior Classics fellowship at King's 
College. A brilliant student, he was especiblly proficient in the Greek and Latin, 
securing a first division in the Classical Tripos. He also passed with distinction the 
written entrance exam to the prestigious Indian Civil Service. but did not enter the 
service because he repeatedly failed to appear for the riding test. Clearly, his heart 
was not set on serving the British Government in India. Instead, he obtained an 
appointment with the Maharaja of Baroda and set sail to return to India in January 
1893. That marked the end of one phase of Sri Aurobindo's life. When he returned 
to India he hardly knew any Indian language, though he was proficient in Greek and 
Latin, acquainted with French, and, of course, expert in English, having already 
written a volume of poetry in it. 

The Baroda period lasts for thirteen years, upto 1906. This is generally considered a 
phase of preparation and growth for his later work. Sri Aurobindo held various posts 
in the Baroda Service including Professor of English and Vice-Principal of Baroda 
College. Here he tried to regain contact with his Indian heritage through a program 
of rigorous scholarship. He studied Sanskrit and several modem Indian languages 
iilcluding Bengali. his mother tongue, and gained a deep insight into Indian culture 
and civilization. The publication of some of his early poetry such as Songs to 
M-vrtilko (1 895) ond IJwosie (c. 1896) occurred during this phase. Towards the end 
of this period, Sri Aurobindo began participating in two activities that would be 
crucial to his later life. namely politics and yoga. A particularly important year was 
190 1 in which he was married to Mrinalini Bose. During this year he also 
cspcricnced his first definite spiritual realizations, which are reflected in some of his 
pocms and reminiscences. These experiences culminated in transforming realization 
In Baroda In 1908 under the guidance of a yogi called Vishnu Bhaskar Lele. Later 
that ycar he was arrested and detained for his anti-governmei~t articles in "New 
Lamps for Old," a column he wrote for the magazine, Indu Prakash. 

In 1906 Sri Aurobindo left Parocla to join the newly formed National College in 
Calcutta thus inaugurating his Calcutta phase. His political activities which had 
begun as early as 1902, when he met Lokmanya Tilak at the Ahmedabad session of 
Congress. continued most vigorously in Calcutta where in Bonde Mnramrn, his 
influential periodical. he attacked British imperialism vehemently. In 1907 he was 
prosecuted for sedition, but acquitted. The next year, 1908, was in many ways, one 
of the most important in his life. That year, he was arrested and detained on 
suspicion of revolutionary activities. During these twelve months, he underwent 
hrthcr spiritual experiences. which prompted him to decide to withdraw from 
politics, at least temporarily. After a year in detention, he was acquitted following a 
stormy and celebrated trial, in which he was defended by the famous lawyer and 
politician Chittaranjan Das free of charge. In 1910 he retired to French 
Chandranagore, and on hearing that a third prosecution was to be launched against 
him. set sail for Pondicheny in South India. 

Though. initially, he had not entirely given up political activity, he was never again to 
return to British India or to politics; he continued living in Pondicheny, uptil his 
death in 1950. During this period, he began the publication of Arya, a periodical in 
\vhtch the original versions of most of his famous works such as The L$ Divine, The 
Synthesis of Yoga, The Secret of the Veda, etc., appeared. He also wrote poetry, 
criticism, drama, and translated extensively From Sanskrit and other Indian languages 



Nun-Fictr'onol Prose For all these first ten years or so, Sri Aurobindo lived in a small rented house \kith 
enly a few disciples. But in 1920, Mirra Richard, who had inet him earlier, scttled 
down in Pondlcherry. She came to be known as the Mother aftenvards. and took 
charge of Sri Aurobindo's household, gradually bgilding the extensive and supcrbly , 
organized Sri Aurobindo Ashram, which is internationally renowned today For the 
next thirty years, Sri Aurobindo continued his literary and spiritual activitics, liv~ny 
mostly in seclusion, but guiding his rapidly growing number of disciples through 
yearly Oarshans (public appearances), and an eexte~isive correspondence. Sri 
Aurobindo died on December 5, 1950, three years after India achieved its 
independence in 1947--on August 15, his birthday. 

2.3.1 1s dndr'a Civilized? 

This essay by Sri Aurobindo was originally serialized in the quarterly A y r  from 
December 1918 to February 1919. It was published in book form, along with other 
essays of related interest, under the title Fo~lndations ofIndian Culture in 1953 by the 
Sri Aurobindo library, New York 

The series of articles of which this is one was inspired by an attack on Indian 
civilization by a British critic, William Archer. William Archer and his attack are 
forgotten today, but Sri Aurobindo's response has become a classic. In fact. there 
had Jready been a response to Archer by the Indophile and Tantric scholar, Sir John 
Woodroffe. The title of the latter's book. Is India Civilized?, was meant to be a 
provocative, if rhetorical question. Sri Aurobindo uses the same title in thc first 
series to underscore the importance of woodroffe's argument, whose gist he 
recapitulates, here in the first section. 

Sri Aurobindo begins by stating unequivocally how a culture or civilization may be 
evaluated: "A true happiness in this world is the right terrestrial aim of man. and tnle 
bppiness lles in the finding and maintenance of a natural harmony of spirit. mind 
and body. A culture is to be valued to the extent to which it has discovered the r~ght 
key of this harmony and organised its expressive motives and movements" (2) First 
of dl, Sri Aurobindo clearly avows that happiness is indeed the goal of human life. 
Such an admission is important because it shows how life-affirming Sri Auroblndo IS. 

He does not regard human life as intrinsically full of dukkha or suffering. 

Next, it is important to realize that behind such a definition of what constitutes true 
happiness is a certain notion of what a h u m  being is. In Sri Aurobindo's scheme of 
things, a human being possesses at least three levels of being--the physical, the 
mental, and the spiritual And, what is more important, without a natural han~iony 
between these three levels, we can never be really happy. 

When Sri Aurobindo wrote this there were no internationally recognized yardsticks 
6 r  evaluating the quality of human life as there are these days. Now we havc 
tecognized indices to measure such things, yet these never take into account thc fact 
h t  we are spiritual beings too. The result is that in the most prosperous countrics of  
the world, countries which score the highest on the quality of human life indiccs. 
there is still a high level of discontent. I am not only speaking of the discontent 
which comes from class and racial conflict or from poverty and unemploymc~lt. 
though such things are J s o  found in these "advanced" societies. Deafact is that the 
most privileged and affluent sections of these countries are also unhappy and 
discontent&. How else can we account for the perennial fascination not onl!. for 
drugs and alcohol in these countries, but for yoga, Zen, and Eastern gurus'! 

As a corollory to Sri Aurobindo's statement, it follows that any country.or socicty 
which caters only to the body or to the body and the mind, but leaves out the spirit 
cannot achieve true happiness. A culture, a society, a country should also make 
provisions to-nourish the spirit of a human being otherwise neither d ~ e  socicty nor thc . 



individual can ever attain perfection. Such a society may attain very high levels of Swami Vivekananda, 
material prosperity, but it cannot attain or be conducive to true happiness. Our very S~ Aumhindo, and - 
nature is such that we cannot be truly happypntil we have the opportunity to strive h m d a  
for perfection. So, we see that behind Sri Aurobindo's whole outlook is a basic Coomaraswarn y 
premiseabout the nature of the human being itself. If you deny that a human being is 
essentially a spiritual creature, then you can also deny the rest of Sri Aurobindo's 
argument. 

Next, Sri Aurobindo tries to sum up the distinctive features of the Indian civilization. 
He says: "India's central conception is &at of the E t e d ,  the Spirit here incased in 
matter, involved and immanent in it and evolving on the material plane by rebirth of 
the individual up the scale of being till in mental man it enters the wor!d of id= and 
the realm of conscious morality, dharina" (2). These lines sum up not only Sri 
Aurobindo's notion of India, but his whole philosophy itself. He holds &at matter is 
but the Spirit in its involved form. Striving to recover its true self, the Spirit stmggles 
through matter and through life, until it reaches the mental plane in the iluman being. 
After this, evolution 1s not automatic, not merely subject to the natural process, but 
can be conscious. Dharma is nothing but a system that leads us on the path of 
spiritual progress. To Sri Aurobindo, the notion of progress in India is primarily 
spiritual. It is this that makes India special and distinct. 

Now if we pause for a minute and ask how come people in India decided that the 
I realization of the Spirit or of the Self was the most important thing to do, that that is 

the purpose of our birth? What made the Indians think this way? It seems to me that 
long ago, the best minds in India discovered that it was not very difficult to sustain 
life in this subcontinent. It was not very difficult to take care of all of one's bodily 
needs and necessities. They lived on fruits and roots; they bathed in the flowing 
streams: they lived in harmony with nature. Similarly, it was not very difficult to 
rnakc a hut. a cottage, a hermitage. Nature provided enough. So they retired into the 
forest. devoted themselves to contemplating the eternal truths. Most of the tine and 
energy could be devoted to self-realization, to sadhana. This does not mean that our 
ancient rishis and munis were isolated from society. I n s t d ,  they interacted with thk 
kings and commoners, guiding both, helping to uphold Dhanna. They held the 
remote control of our civilization in their hands, letting the kings and courtiers to 
handle the mundane, material aspects of life. While other cultures thought that it was 
more important to build cities, to subdue enemies, to increase one's comfort and 
power, Indians recognized that all these activities were not as important as self- 
realization. Without the latter, all human achievements were partial and transitory. 

1 bclievc that these ideals are still present in our culture. Everyone laments that we 
are becoming more and more materialistic, yet as a civilization we have yet to admit 
that that is the supreme goal of human life. You ~ u s t  have read in the papers how a 
couple of years ago, one of the richest diamond merchants in India, a young man, 
took sannyas. He distributed diamonds and pearls from atop a richly caparisoned 
elephant, which was taken out in procession through the streds of Ahmedabad. Now 
you may or may not approve of such ostentation, bur the idea was that the life he was 
about to embrace was superior to all the wealth md riches that he had accumu!ated. 
Renunciation was superior to accumulation. '&is diaaand merchant was a Jain. but 
all the religious traditions of this country, I think, share his outlook to the world, 
more or less. Iiow else can you explain why Prince Siddhqh left all the comforts of 
the palace to look for the ultimate Truth? All this means that in India we do not 
consider the sztisfaction of bodily or mental needs to be the sole pclrpose or even the 
highest aim of life. 

Now, Sri Aurobindo says that there are countries and cultures which aft: led by a 
different. even opposite conception of human life: "Since some centuries Europe has 
become material, predatory, aggressive, and has lost the hamotly of the inner and 
outer man which is the true meaning of civiliaa-tion and the eacient co!rd:tion of a 
true progress" (4). Both Woodroffe and Sri Aurobindo admit that Europe was not - 



always thus, that in her medieval ages, she too was dominated by the religious ideal. 
Yet, as Sri Aurobindo clarifies, this idea was narrow and intolerant; it cranlped the 
spirit of man. Morover, Sri Aurobindo reminds us, Christianity itself was of Asiatic 
origin. Whatever be the origins of modem Europe, it now subscribes to a totally 
different civilizational ideal. 

Those of us who are mesmerised by the West would do well to reflect on Sri 
Aurobindo's statement. That Europe has become material, predatory, and aggressive 
should be obvious to anyone with even a rudimentary knowledge of history. Sinec 
the 15th century, Europeans have overrun our earth, destroying entire civilizations. 
killing off populations, colonizing continents, subduing people, taking slaves. 
fighting wars, conquering temtories, and so on. The entire history of humankind has 
,never witnessed the scale and degree of violence that modem Europe unleashed on 
the rest of the world. What they did to Africa, to South America, to the native 
communities of North America, to India, South East Asia, to China, and so on. is we1 I 
recorded. All along, Europe considered itself to be the most civilized part of the 
world, the leader, the camer of enlightenment. How ironic! Does the essence of 
civilization lie in killing others, destroying their culture. enslaving them, grabbing 
their wealth, and ruling over the world? 

However, the second part of Sri Aurobindo's statement is still perhaps difficult to 
accept for most of us. He says that the West has lost the harmony between the inner 
and the outer lives and thus what they have achieved cannot be considered to be true 
progress. Most of us are still dazzled and blinded by the achievements of the West. 
Naturally, we regard the West as our model; we must emulate them and try to have a 
similar society in India. We still regard progress as merely material progrcss: ti0111 

such a standpoint the West is the most advanced society in the world. Yet. according 
to Sri Aurobindo, that is not true progress. 

Sri Aurobindo believes that "Each nation is a Shakti or power of the evolbing spirit In 
humanity and lives by the principle which it embodies" (3). If so, a clash and coilflict 
between nations is inevitable. In fact, Sri Aurobindo defines the three stages of the 
interaction between nations. These are conflict and competition, concert, and 
sacrifice (5). At present, nations are in the first stage, that of competition and 
conflict. The second stage, that of cooperation, has hardly begun. People ma!. talk of 
enlightened self-interest as the governing principle behind international diplon~acy. 
but the word enlightened ought to be taken with a pinch of salt. What obtains more 
often is a brutal self-interest disguised behind high-sounding principles As to the 
third stage, that will only happen after a nation has realized its Self. At present. oiily 
individuals have attained that high degree of realization which allows them to 
sacrifice themselves for the good of others. According to Sri kurobindo. "thc 
perfected sannyasin, the liberated man," may consider selfdefence to be needless. 
but ordinarily, "To allow oneself to be killed, like the lamb attacked by the wolf. 
brings no growth, furthers no development, assures no spiritual unity" (5). Concert, 
univ, may come at a future time, but for the present, we must go through conflict and 
competition. 

For Sri Aurobindo, there has been a perennial conflict for supremacy between Europe 
and Asia. In this conflict, either Asia will become Europeanized or Europe 
Asiaticised. William Archer's attack on India is a part of Europe's hegemollizillg 
drive to subdue the rest of the world. Ever since England conquered India. it has 
endeavoured to subdue our civilization. First, was the attack on Hinduism bj. thc 
missionaries. That was successfilly fended off, not only by a Hindu revival, but by 
West to East movements like Theosophy. Now, the second wave of the attack IS not 
religious, but rationalistic and materialistic. (There is actually a third wave which Srl 
Aurobindo doesn't mention. This is the attack on India by modern science and 
technology.) Asia is rising, but this empowerment is not filly self-conscious. It is a 
Europeanised Asia that is rising, an Asia which has turned its back on the Asiat~c 
ideal. 



Sri Aurobindo aa~nits that "Spirituality is not rwnopoly of India," but elsewhere it Swami Vivekanands, 

lies submerged beneath veils of intellectualism. What makes India special is Sri Aurobindo, and 

"spirituality made the leading motive and the determining power of both the inner and Anandn 

the outer life" which is quite different from "spirituality suppressed, allowed only Coomaraswamy 

under disguises or brought in as a minor power, its reign denied or put off in favour 
of the intellect or of a dominant maz5slistic vitalism" (10). In other words, many 
other nations of Asia, from Turkey to Japa, have "grown rationalistc and 
materialistic"; "India alone is still obstinately recalcitrant" (1 1). So, in this conflict 
between India and Europe, "Will the spiritual motive which India represents prevail 
on Europe and create there new forms congenial to the West, or will European 
rationalism put an end for ever to the Indian type of culture?" (1 1)--this for Sri 
Aurobindo is the crucial question, the question at the heart of the essay. 

There are several people who have told me haw uncomfortable they feel with this 
framework of confrontation. There are three chief ways in which their discomfort is 
articulated. On the one hand, they claim that both Sri Aurobindo in particular and 
liidian spiritual view in general are universal. There is no distinction between 
countries and cultures. So, why am I harping on this conflict between India and the 
West? 

The second kind of objection comes from those who are quite comfortable with the 
level of synthesis that they seem to have achieved between their Indian heritage and 
the modem world. They have made the required adjustments and believe that we can 
have the best of both worlds. What is the need to confront the West or to confront 
ourselves? Why not go on living in this convenient synthesis? 

The third kind of objection comes from those who consider Sri Aurobindo to be 
both outdated and essentialistic. They believe that such generalizations about 
cultures and civilizations are arrogant and unjustified. Each individual is different 
and that it is pointless to attribute any special characteristics to nations, peoples, or 
communities. 

I shall respond only briefly to these interjections. Let me put my case rhetorically: 
why does it matter if Indian civilization is destroyed? So many civilizations have 
been destroyed in the past. Why not let this one be destroyed too? Actually, that is 
what these objections really imply, but they don? say so clearly. If that is what we 
believe, then-that is what will happen. It will happen by default, if not by 
deliberation. So many of us are already devoting our energies to destroying our 
culture, our civilization, so what's new about it? There is a Latin American proverb 
which comes to mind: when the axe came to cut the trees, the some trees said that the 
handle is one of us. Similarly, there are several of us who are actively assisting in the 
destruction of Indian civilization. Contrarily, there are several Westerners who have 
devoted their lives to its preservation. 

The question is not that of us versus them, but about two competing and conflicting 
value systems. To those of us who love India and what she stands for, the question of 
protecting Indian civilization or of fending off the West does not even arise. There is 
no choice here; we must live or die according to our beliefs. If we believe that the 
highest goal of human life is self-realization, then it is natural for us to strive for it. 
We don't need any special inducements or incentives to work for this ideal. To me, 
every Indian has the potential to be spiritual seeker, a sadhak or sadhika, whether we 
realize it or not. It is believed that this is a punya bhoomi, a holy land, where every 
inch of soil has been irradiated by the tapas of our seers and mahatmas. It is in our 
very blood to walk this path; it is natural for us. For Sri Aurobindo, ultimately, it does 
not matter if we are defeated or if we triumph. What is important is to uphold the life 
that we believe in. 



Non-Fictional Prose SIX Aurobindo urges us not to indulge in a vigorous self-defence as Woodroofe liad 
advocated: "But defence by itself in the inodenl struggle can only end in defeat. and 
if battle there must be, the only sound strz.tegy is a vigbrous and aggression based on 
a strong, living and mobile defence" (8).  Here Sri Aurobindo, like Mahatma Gandhi. 
does not advocate a weak-kneed, apologetic response to the West. He is sayingthat 
if our ideal is worth preserving, we must be bold and take the battle into the enen~y's 
camp. This is precisely what Swami Vivekananda did. Similarly, Gandhiji believed 
in an aggressive ahimsa, not in cowardly non-violence. Indian spirituality, thus. 
needs to bc aggressive, not cowardly. 

But what does aggression mean? It means that we should actually teach thc West: 
look here, you have solved several material problems with your high levels of 
prosperity. But you have not solved human problems. Who are we? Where do wu 
come from? What is the purpose of life? And so on. For that a different approach is 
needed. Moreover. your prosperity Is based on the exploitation of non-renewable 
resources, resources which rightfully belong to the whole of humankind. Such 
hedonism, luxuiy. and waste may lead not only to your own destruction, but to the 
destruction of the earth. So, before it's too late, YOU must alter your civilizational 
goals. 

But 1911a1 rlgi., elu me habe to :,\.a& others %hen we ourselves don't live by these 
idca!s, when, instead, we are copying and outdoing the West in our conspicuous 
consumption? So we must bring about change in ourselves without waiting for our 
neQhbours or friends to change. When there is a power failure, do we ~7ait for our 
ncighbours to lighttheir candles, hoping thereby to get some borrowed light into our 
benighted houses? Or do we light a candle ourselves to dispel1 the darkness that 
surrounds us? Sri Aurobindo does not inte'nd us to become second-rate imitations of 
the West He wants us to become world-leaders. But we can do so only if we 
spiritualize our lives now, without postpoing it to some future date. No doubt, this is 
a slow process, but we must make a beginning. That is what is implied in Sri 
Aurobindo's words. 

In the concluding paragraph of this section, Sri Aurobindo explains what he means bq 
aggressive spirituality: "India must defend herself by reshaping her cultural forms to 
express more powefilly, intimately and perfectly her ancient ideal. Her aggression 
must lead the waves of light thus liberated in triumphant self-expanding rounds all 
over the world which it once possessed or at least enlightened in far-off agesv( 12). 

This belief in India's unique destiny as a world-Guru was not confined to Sri 
Aurobindo alone. Several people believe that if the world is to be saved, the light has 
to come from India. Fuji Guruji, the well-known Japanese saint and friend of 
Mahatma Gandhi also believed that India had this special responsibility: The Rev. 
Samdong Rimpoche, Director of the Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, also 
told me that Buddhists believe that India, which is the Arya Bhoomi, will point thc 
way to the world. So, this belief is not typical to Sri Aurobindo. 

Sri Aurobindo also ends on a note of hope and optimism for those who dislike 
conflicts. He says, "An appearance of conflict must be admitted for a time, for as 
long as the attack of an opposite culture continues." But later, this very conflict. 
because it will help to bring out the best in us and in our adversaries, will "culm~natc 
in the beginning of a concert on a higher plane" (12). These are words not of an 
ordinary man, but of a yogi and visionary. We must therefore learn to take then1 
seriously, however sceptical we may tend to be. It is only when a culture is under 
attack that it is impelled to bring out the best in itself. While we are under attack. we 
can use this opportunity to renew and revitalize the best in our traditions Thys, even 
our follies and failures, conflicts and quarrels may serve to assist the mysterious 



2.4 ANANDA KENTISH COOMARASWAMY: AN Swami Vivekanantlit. 
Sri Aurobinclo, ant1 

INTRODUCTION Ananda 
Coomaraswamy 

Anaqda Kentish Coomaraswamy (1877-1947) 

Ananda Kentish Coornaraswamy (1877-1947) was an extraordinary geologist, art 
scholar, collector, curator, and philosopher. Born of an English mother, Elizabeth 
Clay Beeby and Sri Lankan Tamil father, Sir Mutthu Coomaraswarny, was born in 
Colombo. His fither was a leading member of the native society in Sri Lanka, the 
first Asian to qualify for the bar, a linguist, and great scholar himself. Within a year 
of Ananda's birth, his mother set sail for England, probably finding life in Sri Lanka 
too difficult. Sir Muthu died on his voyage to join his family, with the result that 
Ananda was raised by his mother in England. He went to Wycliffe School, possibly 
the only English public school that encouraged vegetarian diet. (hcidently, many 
years later, Coomaraswamy sent his only son, Rama, to the same public school.) 

Coomaraswamy did well in school and went to get a BSc from University College, 
London. Before he was twenty, he had already made his mark as a geoloist of note. 
He visited Sri Lanka, his fatherland. It was quite a discovery. He soon became busy 
cataloguing and studying the minerology and geology of the country. Sri Lanka was 
then a British colony. The colonial administration saw the utility of 
Coomaraswamy's services and appointed him as the Director of the newly 
established Department of Menerology of Ceylon. After all, identifying and 
cataloguing the mineral wealth of the colony would be highly useful and profitable 
for the colonial administration. 

Coomaraswamy spent only a little over three years in'sri Lanka, but made major 
contributions. The University of London conferred a Doctorate on him for his 
findings and contributions. He not only discovered a new mined, "Thorionite," 
which he refused to name after himself as was the fashion, but made extensive studies 
in the art, history, crafts, philosophy, and philology of the island, mctthereby of 
India. 

Coomaraswamy was only twenty-six when he "discovered Sinhalese art, but it 
changed his life forever. He gave up what was lucrative career as a geologist and 
turned instead to his true vocation, to articulate the spirit of  astern arts to the world. 
In the process, he became not just a reformist but a nationalist, fighting on behalf of 
his father's country, Ceylon, against hls mother's, imperialist Britain. , 

Cootnaraswamy not only wrote extensively on art, but also delved deep into 



Non-fictional hose  philosophy and religion. His father had translated from Sanskrit qnd Pali; now 
Coomaraswamy too studied original texts in Pali and Tamil. 

Travelling through the length and breadth of the island, he discovered the hidden 
unity of South Asian art. Ceylon was merely a sprigboard to the greater riches of the 
sub-continent. In India, Coomaraswamy met some of the leading nationalist thinker. 
politicians, and reformers. Whether in Ceylon or in India, he found the remnants of a 
great civilization now gasping for breath under the imperial yoke. He found a 
fascinating continuity between the rich handicrafts and between classical art. He 
found weavers, metal workers, and skilled craftsmen all over the sub-continent, 
carrying on age-old traditions. What they produced was much greater both 
aesthetically and practically than modem, machine made goods. 

Coomaraswamy felt that the regeneration of India would be possible through a 
revitalization of its arts and crafts. He began to see that such art and craft as ancient 
and medieval India produced was possible largely because of vamashrama dhnrnin, 
the social arrangement in which castes and stages of life ordered human activity. He 
began to see this system as the Asian equivalent of guild socialism of medieval 
Europe. Instead of attacking this age-old social stratification of India as many social 
reformers did, he somewhat rornanticised it. Coomaraswamy became a sort of neo- 
traditionlist, decrying the destructive effects of modernity and praising the traditio-nal 
way of life. 

He wrote and published extensively, often in the best journals in the world. His 
writings had a great and instant impact all over the world. He wrote with great 
authority and learning, each paper well-researched and documented. He even started 
his own publishing house, taking over the Old Bourne Press in Essex, that William 
Morris had founded. From here he published his highquality monographs with 
breathtaking reproductions of Indian arts and crafts. 

Of his many publications at that time, Essays in National Idealism (19 1 1) is of great 
importance. It contains fifteen essays on themes as diverse as "Indian Nationality," 
"Gramophones and Why Not?" "The Influence of Modem Europe on Indian Art," 
"Memory and Education," and "The Christian Missions in India." In the Preface to 
this book, Coomaraswamy boldly declared that "nations are made by artists and 
poets, not by traders and politicians." He believed that the Indian nation could be 
great by reviving and adhering to great ideas, not by making great strides in material 
growth. The fate of India depended on the great ideals of this civilization not on its 
gross national product. Ultimately, he believed that India's freedom was also in 
Europe's interest; that was the only way of ensuring world peace in the long run 
Otherwise, a Westernized and militarized India (and China) would overrun Europe 
just as Europe had once overrun Asia. The death of imperialism would also mean the 
end of the subordination of many countries by one; it would mean a recognition of 
rights of several free nations. 

I had used the term "national idealism" earlier. As you can see, this was 
Coomaraswamy's term. By this Coomaraswamy meant an alternative conception of 
a nation that what prevailed in Europe. A nation was built not merely on the basis of 
racial, religious, or linguistic unity as was the case in most of Europe. If this were the 
case, India could never be a nation. A nation'could be built on a geographical and 
cultural India such as India had throughout the ages. Coomaraswamy believed that a 
strong nation could be built not by developments in sciene and technologj or by other 
modern devices. This is what several Indians, including Jawaharlal Nehru tl~ought. 
For Coomaraswamy, the ideal was the basis of the material, and not vice versa. Hc 
wanted the great ideas of India to tie revived and reestablished. That would be the 
basis of the Indian nation. 

Naturally, Coomaraswamy became a strong advocate of Swadeshi. India was being 
ruined by its craze to imitate the West. We become second or third rate Westerners 



instead of becoming first rate Indians. And could the fabrics or artefacts of the Swami Vivekanianda, 
modern West match the grace and elegance of traditional Indian handicrafts? Never, Sri Aurohindo, and 
according to Coomaraswamy. Anglicised India destroyed the beauty and romance Ananda 
that traditional Indian design, which he called "an inexhaustible treasure-house" Csomaraswamy 
possessed. That is why, when we turned out backs to tradition, we lost the grace, 
elegance, simplicity, and dignity of that lifestyle, exchanging it for something ugly 
and ignoniinous. We live in ugly modem houses and in ugly modern cit~es and wear 
ugly clothes and have become an ugly people. We have thought that a political and 
economilc revival would be sufficient to rebuild the nation. We have thus ignored ous 
arts and crafts, except for relegating them to museums and special showrooms. 

During this period, Coomaraswamy also embarked upon a vigorous defencc and 
inten;rretation of Indian art and culture. It was commonly believed that Indian art was 
grotesque and monstrous-figures with several arms and with contorted faces. 
European writers and critics believed that the Classical ideal, being absent in India, 
showed the inferiority of the Indian imagination. They also believed that it was the 
Greek influence in Gandhara that had given rise to Indian sculpture. Cmmaafiamy 
disproved these claims. In the process, he countered critics like tile Willim~ G. 
Archer, whom we have already encountered through Sri Aurobindo's antings earlier. 
Coomaraswamy conclusively proved that the Dnddha image was not only indigenous, 
predated the Greek influence in Gandhara, but that the latter \vas really an inferior 
and bastardised style, inferior to the more serious and elevating native styles. 

Coomaraswamy's ~ndiim interlude, which lasted from 1907 to 1916, was perhaps the 
most productive and i e r i n g  of this life. Then why did he leave India? The answer 
was complex, but the h i t a t i n g  cause was that he could not get the freedom to set 
up a museum in India. Instead, the Boston museum of fine arts lured him away. A 
rich philanthropist and patron of arts, Denman Ross, not only bought 
Coctmaraswamy's collection but had him appointed as the Keeper of Indian and 
Mi~hammedan Art at the Boston Museum. What is more, this was a lifetime 
appointment. This post had been previously held by Count Qdkakura, the well-know3 
Japanese Indologist. 

Coomaraswamy, thus spent the last thirty years of his life in Boston. He worked hard 
everyday, producing book after book, paper after paper. He kept in touch with Indlrr 
throughout these years and died only after India had attained independence. It was 
India's loss that it could not keep this great savant and scholar, but lost him to the 
"new world." 

2.4.1 The Dance of Siu'va 

This essay became the title piece of a collection of fourteen published under that title 
in 19 18. You will notice at once that it is a learned essay, fill of learned quotsations, 
foonotes, and citations. What is its main purpose? It is explicatory, that is, to explain 
the significance of the image of Nataraja, or the dancing Shiva. But in doing so, 
Coomarasw~y also helps us understand a whole philosophy and way of life, taking 
us into the very depths of an ancient tradition. One single image, if emmined 
minutely, will reveal the whole tradition. This is how the microcosm reflects the 
macrocosm in Indic traditions. You will also notice how Coornaraswamy's method is 
often comparative, citing or quoting instances fiom other cultures to augment his 
point. This should alert us against mistaking him to be a sectarian or nmow h a t i c .  
Indeed at the end of the essay, he quotes extensively fiom a Russian poet, Shyabin, 
to show that ideas and world-views have a universal dimension to them, even if they 
originate in one culture or the other. 

Coomaraswamy starts by explaining one of the names and aspects of Shiva- 
Nataraja, or the master of the dance or the king of actors. Of course, Shiva is himself 
both the dancer and the audience. This aspect of Shiva is akin to that of Eros 
Protogonos of Lucian. Lucian (AD 1 17-c. 180) was a Greek satirist. The idea of Eros 



Non-FFctiond Rose Protagonos is that of a primary, creative, and life-affirming force, that Sigmund Freud 
later used to identify one of the primary drives of human nature. In other words. thc 
primitive, fienzied dance of our ancestors was to imitate a cosmic act of creation. like 
the spurt of life-giving energy at the begnning of the cosmos. 

Coomaraswamy mentions three dances of Shiva-the evening dance at Kailasa the 
Tandava, and, finally, the Nadanta dance at Chidambaram. It is on the last that he 
focuses, because it is this dance that is depicted in the famous Nataraja bronzes. 

You must have seen one of these bronzes, or at least its imitation. It is available In 
any curio shop. The image is as familiar as it is inscrutable to most of us. We are 
incapable of understanding what it represents. If you get an opportunity, though. you 
must got to see a good Nataqia bronze. There are several at the National Museum in 
New Delhi and I am sure you'll find them in good museums in other cities too. Thc 
whole compositon is circular, with Shiva, perfectly proportioned, poised on his right 
leg. It's a magnificent conception, both dynamic and controlled at the same time. 
Certainly, this image is one of the great masterpieces of Indian art. Coomaraswamy 
helps us understand it better. 

The legend behind this dance is that of the submission of the Rishis in the Taragam 
forest. These Rishis did not accept the divinity of Shiva. They were, presumably. the 
followers of the Vedas-Coomaraswarny mentions Mimamsa, of the three pairs of 
classical Hindu philosophical traditions Though Coomaraswamy doesn't interpret 
the legend, it suggests the harmonizing of the diverse elements in Indian tradtions, 
what might be called the Aryan and the Dravidian, the Classical and the folk. 
Clearly, Shiva belongs to the latter and the dominant tradition must bow bcfore him, 
because he is the supreme Lord. The Rishis try to overcome and destroy Shiva. but 
are worsted in the fight. Like his victory over Daksha, Shiva's defeat of the Rishis 
represents the triumph of the higher over the lower. Shiva has already mastered the 
animal energies, that is why he is called Pashupati, the Lord of the beasts. That is 
why he can so easily disarm the fierce tiger and the poisonous serpant. Thc 
malignant dwarf underfoot may be taken to represent the ego-it is so small, but 
imagines itself to be so big. Thus Shiva, the beautiful and the auspicious, as his name 
implies, shows his true grace and power as the Lord of the Universe, in this dance. 

Shiva, with four arms, braided hair, Ganga in his locks on which rests the crescent 
moon, adorned with both men's and women's ornaments, fluttering scarf and sacred 
thread, left foot upraised, and the right hand in the abhaya or reassuring gesture. thus 
represents a whole philosophy. Itl this image, you'll be able to identify several names 
of Shiva. For example, Bhalachandra, he whose forehead holds the moon or 
Chandrashekhar, he whom the moon adorns, or Gangadhar, he who holds thc Ganga. 
of Vyomkesh, he whose locks are space itself, and so on. The dual nature of Shiva. 
how he is both male and female, the skull of Brahma, the Ganga in his locks. the 
drum-all these details have stories and myths behind them. So when we see the 
image it's like a short hand to a whole cultural tradition. 

But, as Coomaraswamy explains, the image shows the five activities of Shiva- 
creation, preservation, destruction, veiling, and release. These five, taken together, 
explain a philosophical totality. Separately, they are the activities of Brahma, 
Vishnu, Rudra, Maheshvara, and Sadashiva. Note that the trinity of popular 
Hinduism is a different version of what Shaivit philosophy considers a five-fold 
process. Whatever we do or see may be thought of as belonging to one of these five 
categories. To see this image, therefore, to understand its deeper significane, is to be 
released or emancipated. It is nothing short of understanding the nature of the 
Ultimate Reality itself. 

Books like The Tao of Physics have argued that Shiva's dance represents the whirl of 
subatomic particles that make up the texture of the cosmos. It is a vibration of matter 
and energy that contemporary physics are trying to understand. Shiva's drum is the 



striking of the primeval cord that sets this hu e cosmic force into motion. The f Swami Vivelcanancla, 
balance of Shiva and Shakti, of Urna and M eshwara, is like the balance of matter Sd Aurabindo, and 
and energy, each turning into the other, but h remaining indestructable. When % Ananda 
Shiva danced thus, the sages were liberated. ey saw the entire cosmos as sacred, Cooma-my 
the play of Absolute in its various guises. dance.of Shiva is in Chidambaram, 
which is not only a real place in Tamil symbolizes the slsy of 
consciousness. Where is this sky of Ultimately, it is within the 
heartspace of each of us. There Shiva dances his magnificent dance. Meditating on 
his auspicious form within ourselves, we can attain divinity, bliss, and freedom from 
process-that is the meaning behind the iconography of the dancing Shiva. 

To~vards the end of his essay, Coomamswamy elaborates his reading by references to 
the Shakta traditions of Bengal. Here, Kali, not Shiva is the dancer. W i  is the 
embodiment of the dynamic spect of Shiva, of his energy. The two fbm are 
related, even complimenting one another. In the end, the author talks of a 
contempow poem, explaining with comments in brackets after selected lines, how 
it conforms to Hindu ideas. 

All these refkences are meant to suggest the solution to the deepest questions of 
human existence. Why are we here? Who are we? Why was the world created. 
Looking at the dancing form of Shiva, the answers to these questions might he as 
follows. We arehere as a part of the cosmic play of the Lord. The Lord's own body 
has become the universe. He sets the whole process of creation into being a d  can 
also withdraw it into himself at his will. Activity and inactivity ase two simultarneous 
attributes of the Lord because he is both at peace and in activity at the m e  time. 
The Lord is both ma%r and energy, both male and remale. He is pure consciousness, 
the eternal Spirit, and he is matter, the stuff of which the whole universe is created. 
His form is beautiful and full of joy, as is his creation. We are a part of his own 
consciousness, which is why we are aware of this dance of his. By remembering the 
auspicious form of the Lord in our own inner heartspace, we can understarad fhe 
mystery of this universe. The whole world is a unity, both the here and now and the 
hereafter; both the rnaterid.and the spiritual; both the p rohe  and the sacred; bsth the 
imminent and the transcend&; both illusion and truth. By understanding this 
totality and interrelatedness, we may be fr& for ever and anon. 

Towards the end of the essay, Cwmaraswamy, quoting texts, identifies the image 
with the panchkashara mantra, the five-syllabled chant, namashivya. By adding 
"Om,'' which represents the Shakti, we have a complete mantra, what is traditionally 
known as the mahamrityunjaya or the great victory over death mantra. 

As we have seen, Coomaraswamy "trawlates" the plas&ic, the iconic, to the verbal 
here, but in the process, he achieves much more. He restores us to an of our 
hcritage which we did not have the ability or the knowledge to understand. This is a 
great service to this culture because it helps to find meaning in our own traditions. 
Instead of being a grotesque image which superstitious and backward people 
worship, on proper understanding, the image of Shiva becomes a compressed 
embodiment of a most complex philosopohical conception of the universe. 
Coomaraswamy helps to restore the self-respect and dignity of the faith of an ancient 
people. 

2.5 LET USSUM W 

1 wish to mention here that all three figures that we've discussed in this unit have dso 
been criticised for being revivalists, nationalists, and traditionalists. Some critics 
have accused them of being Hindu communalists in disguise. You have to r e .  them 
?ourself to decide if there is anything in their writings which warrants such a charge. 



Non- Fit;fir.-+d Rose Are the!! preaching against other religions or denegrating those who are nett Hindus? 
Are the) sectarian, narrow'minded, irrational, or bigoted in any way? 

Yes. if you disagree with their goals, with their methods, with their beliefs,, ~t is 
another thirag. Swami Vivekananda, Sri Aurobindo, and Ananda Coomslraswaniy. 
each in his own way, wished to create a proper understanding of things Indiau. no1 
only among hldians, but also among the rest of the people in the world. Their f o c ~ ~ s  
was on what might more narrowly be called "Hindu India," but agab, this is strict!) 
no1 the case. Coomaraswamy, for instance, was not only an expert on Mughal 
mimatures, but was also the Keeper of M u h m a d e n  Art at the Baston Muscuni l f~ f  
Fine Arts. 

-fie three have also been faulted on being male writers who are not very sea srtivc to 
concerns of won~en. Coomaraswarny, for instance, even wrote in favour of' the 
ancient ideal of Sati. Swaniji Vivekananda, on the other hand, bewailed t',te 
condition of women in India, attributing the fall of the nation to its ill-tre; frncnt of 
women. At my rate, we need to understand that all three writers had a c trtain 
understanding of Indian traditions and believed that these traditions had tnuch to offer 
tu us in our present crisis. Each pointed a different path to a better futv r : for India. 
b u ~  a11 these paths were related in their attempt to restore the self-resp x t and dignity 
of Indians All three writers were staunch anti-imperialists and work cd in their onn 
ways for the freedom of India from the servitude to the British. F ~ P  , tlley ~ c r c  311 

mastcss of the English la~guage and extremely eloquent users of il . 

---- - - -- 
2.6 GLOSSARY --- -"- 

Renaissance: 

Mant: 

Mill: 

the period in Eurcw in the 14", 1 5Ih and I 
centuries AD especially in Ihl v during 
which there was a great rekiva I of interest In 

art, literature ant, learning 

(1 724-1 804) Cl Jerman philosol ,her. Profcssor 
of logic ang metaphysics wha developed his 
own theor,r of knowledge 

(178P,-TL860) Gennan philosopher. Chief 
exrnu nder of pessimism and of the irrat~onal 
irlap~r"ses of life arising from t4e will 

(1?j/j3-1599) English poet, showed a lot of 
Pla ronic influence in his works 

(' 79b 1857) French phi1osoghe.r founder of 
7 )ositivism conceived by him as a scient~fic 
system of thought and knowledge applicable 
in all spheres of life. 

(1773-1836) Scottish philosopher. historian 
and econonai:st Appointed ~ t ~ e ~ a l  in Enst 
India Company. Devoted 1 1 years no h ~ s  
highly criticai History oflntiia, known for 
his utilitarian theories 

Monks: religious renuiiciates 

Ssanyasa Diksha: training for m c  nkhood 



Sanatam Dharma: 

Bhagwat Gita: 

Dogmatism:' 

Bigotry: 

Fanaticism: 

Judaism: 

Zoroastrianism: 

Vedas: 

Vedanta: 

Agonistic: 

Buddhism: 

Atheistic: 

Jainism: 

Law of Karma: 

Hypothesis: 

Idolatry: 

Heathen: 

Yoga: 

title given to Gautam Sidhartha, who was a Swami Vivekanancla, 
religious teacher and the founder of Sri Aurobindo, and 
Buddhism Ananda 

Coomaraswamy 
a title that designates Hinduism as an eternal 
and ever-existing religion. The word occurs 
in Brahmanda Purana 

religious scripture of the Hindus 

belief in positive unsupported assertions 
based on a priori principle, not on 

\ induction 

having or expressing very strong, often 
unrkasonable attitudes and opinions for 
showing disapproval 

extreme and unreasonable behaviour 

religion of the Jews, with belief in one God 

principles of dualistic religious system 
propagated by Zoraster (the religion of the 
Magi and ancient Persia still followed by 
Parsees) 

ancient Indian scriptures 

monastic Hindu philosophy founded on the 
Upanishads 

one who believes that nothing is known or 
likely to be known of the existence of God. 

the religion that teaches that the way to end 
suffering is by overcoming your desires. 

that which relates to the belief that there is 
no God 

religious movement established by 
vardharnana Mahavira, in 6 century BCE, 
flourished with Buddhism on the same lines 

action has a chain sequence i.e. cause & 
effect 

a proposition, supposition etc. tentatively 
accepted to explain certain facts 

practice of worshippingZdols. 

one who has no religion or has a religion 
that is not Christianity. 

type of exercise in various positions which 
helps to remain fit, improve breathing and 
relax mind 



Dalai Lama: 

Freud: 

Rishi: 

Kailash: 

Ganga: 

Shavit philosophy: 

Shakta tradition: 

son of Brahma, able, competent. ~ntcll~gcnt 
He enraged Siva by not invit~ng him t b r  
sacrificial offerings. Uma. Sh~va' s \\ ~ t e  
urged Siva to displa? his po\\er and asseri 
his rights. AAer having destroyed hlnl. Sl\n 
restored dead Daksha to life but as h~s'hcad 
could not be found, it mas rcplaccd b) that 
of a goat or ram 

religious head of the Tibetans 

(1 856-1039) Austrian neurologist and 
founder of Psychoanalysis 

esemplar and preceptor of renuncia~~orr and 
righteousness 

abode of Shiv in Himalayas 

sacred Hindu river 

refers to five activities of Shiva - crcation. 
preservation destruction, veiling and release 
Our life revolves round these activities 

as per this tradition Kali is the danccs. Kal i 
is the embodiment of dynamic aspect of 
Shiva, of his energy. 

2.7 QUESTIONS 

1. Discuss the relevance of Swamiji's addresses to the Parliament of Religions 
to our own times and our own present problems. 

2. How would you interpret Sanatc7n Llharrna in its purest conception? 

3. According to Swarniji, the world view of Hinduism is not uptumed or 
dislodged by the discoveries of modern science. Develop in your own words 
Vivekananda's logic of this assertion. 

4. Sri Aurobindo thought that the Indian Culture has sufficient dynamic 
qualities to save the world. Do you agree to this viewpoint? 

5. What makes India special for Aurobindo is "spirituality made the lead~ng 
motive and the determining power of both the inner and the outer life" Do 
you agree? 

6. What does the bronze image of the dancing Shiva symbolise? 

7. Discuss the legend behind the dance of Shiva. 
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The Life of Mahatma Gandhi 
What is Hind Swaraj? 
The F o m ~  of Hind Swaraj 
A Chapter-Wise Summary of Hind Swaraj 
Detailed Study of Selected Chapters . 
3.5.1 Chapter IV What is Swaraj? 
3.5.2 Chapter VI Civilization 
3.5.3 Chapter VII Why was India Lost? 
3.5.4 Chapter XI11 What is True Civilization? 
3 .5.5 Chapter XVII Passive Resistance 
3.5.6 Chapter XVIII Education 
The Importance of Hind Swaraj 
Let Us Sum Up 
Glossary 
Questions 
Suggested Reading 

In this Unit we shall study Hind Swaraj by Mohandas Kararnchand Gandhi. This is a 
small but highly provocative and influential book, originally written in Gujarati. but 
translated into English by Gandhiji himself Though the whole book has been written 
in the simplest of style, it is really quite a complex and difficult text to understand. 
Thus, we shall approach it first from the life of its author, Gandhiji. Then we \.vill 
look at its salient features, its form, its chapter-wise content, and then discuss it's 
importance. In the, Summing Up at the end, I intend to raise the question of just how 
practical this book and its ideas are. 

3.1 THE LIFE OF MAHATMA GANDHI 

Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) 


